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Evidence of decoupled lattice distortion and ferroelectric polarization
in the relaxor system PMN-xPT
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We report highq-resolution neutron scattering data on PMN-xPT single crystals withx520% and 27%. No
rhombohedral distortion occurs in the 20PT sample for temperatures as low as 50 K. On the other hand, the
27PT sample transforms into a rhombohedral phase belowTC;375 K. Our data provide conclusive evidence
that a phase with an average cubic lattice is present in the bulk of this relaxor system at low PT concentration,
in which the ferroelectric polarization and lattice distortion are decoupled. The rhombohedral distortion is
limited to the outermost tens of microns of the crystal.
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The complex perovskite system Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3

~PMN! is a close analog to Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 ~PZN!, both of
which have been studied extensively because of their
traordinary piezoelectric properties. The addition of PbTi3

~PT! enhances the piezoelectricity significantly, formin
solid solutions PMN-xPT and PZN-xPT for 0<x<1.1,2 This
discovery has motivated numerous studies of the struct
phase transitions in these systems as a function ofx. The
current zero-field phase diagrams of PMN-xPT and
PZN-xPT share many common features, including a p
ported cubic-to-rhombohedral phase transition at small
ues ofx ~Refs. 2–4! ~see Fig. 1!. One exception to this is
pure PMN (x50), which is reported to retain an averag
cubic structure down to temperatures as low as 5 K.5,6 The
rhombohedral distortions in both PMN-xPT and PZN-xPT
have been observed directly by x-ray scatter
experiments3,7,8 and related to the establishment of ferroele
tric order in each system.

Several recent studies have now uncovered evidence
different phase located on the rhombohedral side of
phase diagram. Electric-field studies of PZN-8PT by Ohwa
et al.9 show that the unpoled system does not exhibit a rho
bohedral unit-cell distortion belowTC . This was a hint that a
different phase, which was labeled phaseX, may exist there.
Subsequent high energy x-ray structural studies by
et al.10 prove that the inside of single-crystal PZN has
undistorted lattice, providing conclusive evidence of th
phase. While phaseX has an average undistortedlattice (a
5b5c,a5b5g590°), the truesymmetryof the phase is
still unknown. Motivated by these findings, Gehringet al.11

performed neutron-scattering measurements with very finq
resolution on a single-crystal sample of PMN-10PT. In co
trast to previous 8.9 keV Cu Ka x-ray measurements b
Dkhil et al.12 on a powder sample of the same compou
the neutron data show no evidence of a rhombohedral dis
tion belowTC , and are consistent with the presence of ph
X.

In this paper we present highq-resolution neutron-
scattering data on PMN-xPT with x520% ~20PT! and 27%
~27PT!, both of which are on the theR(X) side of the phase
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diagram ~see Fig. 1!. Our data show that these two com
pounds are notably different. One of them~20PT! exists as
phaseX at low temperatures, which has an undistorted l
tice, inconsistent with the previously reported rhombohed
distortion by x-ray measurements on similar compound7

On the other hand, 27PT shows a clear rhombohedral dis
tion below TC;375 K. We believe that phaseX is one in
which an undistorted lattice is ferroelectrically polarized, a
thus highly unusual. This decoupling breaks down with
creasing PT concentrationx, and allows the local atomic dis
placements to develop into a global rhombohedral phase

Our samples are high quality single crystals
PMN-20PT and 27PT, having dimensions 33333 mm3 and
103333 mm3, respectively. Both of them have been d
poled before the neutron measurements. The neut
scattering experiments were performed on the BT9 trip
axis spectrometer at the NIST Center for Neutron Resea
Measurements were made using a fixed incident neutron

FIG. 1. Schematic of the revised phase diagram of PMN-xPT in
zero field. The arrows indicate compositions that have been stu
using highq-resolution neutron-scattering techniques.
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ergy Ei of 14.7 meV, obtained from the~002! reflection of a
pyrolytic graphite~PG! monochromator and horizontal bea
collimations of 108-468-208-408. We exploited the~004! re-
flection of a perfect Ge crystal as analyzer to achieve unu
ally fine q resolution near the relaxor~220! Bragg peak
thanks to a nearly perfect matching of the sample and a
lyzer d spacings. Close to the~220! Bragg peak, theq reso-
lution along the wave-vector direction is about 0.0012 Å21

(dq/q'231024).13

Figure 2 shows longitudinal (u22u) scans along the
~220! pseudocubic Bragg peak both above and belowTC .
The relative intensities have been scaled for ease of com
son. The Bragg profile for 20PT can be fit to a single peak
all temperatures and shows no evidence of any rhombohe
splitting. AboveTC;300 K the profile fits well to a Gauss
ian line shape with a narrow width only slightly larger tha
that of the instrumental resolution. However the Bragg pe
broadens considerably belowTC and is better described by
Lorentzian function. This broadening indicates the prese
of a large internal strain within the crystal bulk belowTC .

By contrast, 27PT has a rhombohedral structure at
temperature. The~220! Bragg peak splits belowTC
;375 K, and is an unambiguous sign of the expected rho
bohedral phase transition. The rhombohedral distortion
creases on cooling, as shown by the plot of the rhombohe
anglea vs T ~inset of Fig. 2!.

These results clearly indicate that the low temperat
phase of bulk 20PT is different from that of the rhomboh
dral phase observed in 27PT. The longitudinal full width
half maximum (2G) of the ~220! Bragg peak is plotted ver
sus temperature in Fig. 3 as is the lattice parametera. Data

FIG. 2. Profiles of the~220! Bragg peaks for 20PT~top panel!
and 27PT~bottom panel! are shown at 100 K~open circles! and 500
K ~solid circles!. The solid lines are fits described in the text. T
horizontal bar indicates theq resolution along the~220! direction.
The inset shows the temperature dependence of the rhomboh
anglea for the 27PT sample.
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taken on heating and cooling yield similar results and thus
hysteretic effects. The 20PT Bragg profile is sharp and
most resolution limited at high temperature, but begins
broaden belowTC;300 K, which is indicative of a true
phase transition. For comparison, we also show the value
2G at 100 K for the 27PT sample~solid circle! and the PMN-
10PT sample~open rectangle! measured by Gehringet al.11

Clearly the broadening develops not only with cooling, b
also with increasing PT concentration.

For normal ferroelectric oxides, the lattice parameter
creases linearly on cooling down toTC , then increases in the
ferroelectric region, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3.
relaxors, the linearity breaks down at a temperatureTx above
TC . Experimental evidence for this have been provided
the independent measurements of Dkhilet al.12 and Yeet al.7

on a series of PMN-xPT samples. The 20PT lattice parame
follows the linear behavior seen in conventional ferroele
trics at high temperature, but shows a break atTx;380 K,
and remains almost constant belowTx . In addition, the unit-
cell volume does not increase with cooling in the ferroele
tric region. This anomalous feature is characteristic of ph
X, and has also been observed in pure PMN~Refs. 14,12!
and PMN-10PT.11

Our results provide additional evidence that PMN-xPT
transforms into phaseX at low temperature for small PT
concentrations. The studies by Ohwadaet al.9 and Xuet al.10

provide compelling evidence that the same picture is true
PZN-xPT. By using x rays with different incident energie
Xu et al.10 also found out that the outermost;50 mm of the
PZN crystal does exhibit a rhombohedral distortion. T
thickness of the outer layer is estimated from the penetra

ral

FIG. 3. Top panel: the resolution corrected Full width at h
maximum (2G) of the ~220! Bragg peak vsT for 20PT ~open
circles!, compared with data from 27PT~close circle! and 10PT
~square! by Gehringet al.11 Bottom panel: lattice parametera vs T.
The dotted line represents thermal-expansion behavior typica
normal ferroelectrics. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
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depths of different x-ray energies, and may vary with diff
ent compounds. However, it is important to note that
existence of an outer layer with a structure different fro
that of the inside naturally explains the discrepancies
tween earlier x ray powder diffraction and the recent neut
and high-energy x-ray scattering results. And the fact t
x-ray studies of pure PMN have not observed a rhombo
dral phase could be understood if PMN represents the lim
ing case of phaseX with a very thin outer layer.

Our results, together with other neutron-scattering m
surements of phaseX,11,15 show that all measured Brag
peaks broaden significantly in the longitudinal direction b
low the Curie temperatureTC . These neutron results are
contrast to the high-energy x-ray case,10 where the Bragg
profiles are sharp for temperatures both above and be
TC . We speculate that these differences are due to the
that the incident neutron beam has a much larger size
divergence than the x-ray beam, therefore more sensitiv
the inhomogeneity of the whole crystal. More measureme
are currently underway for better understanding of these
ferences.

In phaseX, the crystal lattice is undistorted, and the Bra
peaks do not split in diffraction measurements. However,
true symmetry is not yet determined. To get detailed inf
mation on average atomic positions, we are planning furt
investigations on refinements from single-crystal diffra
tions. Unfortunately, extinction effects arising from tho
near-perfect crystals are making this quite difficult.

Both PMN and PZN are relaxors that exhibit a broad a
strong frequency-dependent dielectric constante as shown in
Fig. 4. Despite the absence of a rhombohedral distortion
phaseX, ferroelectric polar order is still present in the sy
tem. Recently, neutron inelastic scattering measurement
Wakimotoet al.16 of the ferroelectric soft TO phonon in pur
PMN revealed that the soft mode recovers at temperat

FIG. 4. A schematic comparison between PMN and PZN, sh
ing the frequency dependent dielectric constante vs T. The inset
shows the soft TO phonon energy squared vsT/TC for PMN16 and
PZN.15
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belowTC;213 K. Similar measurements on PZN were la
performed by Stocket al.,15 where TC;410 K. The linear
relationship between the soft TO phonon energy squa
(\v0)2}1/e andT ~see inset of Fig. 4! is a clear signature o
an ordered ferroelectric phase belowTC .

In ferroelectric systems, the primary order parameter

the polarization PW caused by ionic shifts. It is usually
coupled to a secondary-order parameter—the lattice dis
tion, which changes the shape of the unit cell and is m
readily accessible by scattering methods. Recent report
epitaxial films of SrTiO3 and BaTiO3

17 show that this cou-
pling is broken in these systems, possibly due to epita
strain and substrate clamping effects. The coexistence
ferroelectric spontaneous polarization and an undistorted
tice is an example of the decoupling inside a free-stand
crystal.

In pure PMN, polar regions, with sizes of a few nanom
eters, start to form at the Burns temperature18 Td'600 K,
and contribute directly to diffuse scattering.19,20Both neutron
and x-ray measurements12,21–23show that in relaxors, the dif-
fuse scattering intensity starts to be visible aroundTd , and
increases monotonically on cooling. An important step
understanding the nature of these polar nanoregions~PNR!
has been made by Hirotaet al.,24 with the concept of phase
shifted PNR. The atomic displacements derived from pre
ous neutron diffuse scattering data on PMN~Ref. 25! by
Vakhrushevet al. were reexamined and decomposed into
sum of two terms with comparable magnitudes. The fi
term satisfies the center-of-mass condition and is consis
with the values derived from inelastic-scattering intensit
from the soft TO mode.16,26 The second term represents
uniform shift along the polar directions of the PNR relati
to the surrounding lattices. In this picture, the PNR conde
from the soft TO mode, and exhibit a ‘‘uniform phase shift
or displacement, belowTd . Experimental evidence of this
uniform phase shift has been observed by Gehringet al.27 by
applying an external electric field along the@001# direction
of a PZN-8PT single crystal. The diffuse scattering intens
around the~003! Bragg peak is considerably reduced at
temperatures belowTC , while the diffuse scattering aroun
~300! remains strong. The size of this phase shift is com
rable to the first term and is estimated to be around 1/10
the lattice spacing. This large phase shift creates a huge
ergy barrier, making it extremely difficult for the PNR t
merge into the surrounding lattice.

The interaction between the PNR and the surrounding
tice can be viewed as a coupling parameter between
ferroelectric polarization and lattice distortion. We conjectu
that the balance between the energy barrier caused by
uniform phase shift and this coupling parameter is the key
understanding phaseX. For T,TC , the entire system is po
larized. Nevertheless, in order for a long range rhombohe
distortion to develop, the energy barrier must be overco
before the PNR can merge and grow into macroscopic rh
bohedrally distorted domains. This can only be achiev
when the interaction between the PNR and the surround
environment is sufficiently strong. Otherwise, the lattice w
remain undistorted, with confined ferroelectric polarizatio
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In other words, phaseX is a special confined form of rhom
bohedral phase. Electric-field studies on PZN-8PT
Ohwadaet al.9 confirm this by showing that phaseX always
transforms into theMA phase first with increasing field, fol
lowing the polarization rotation path ofR→MA→MC→T,
indicating a$111% rhombohedral type of polarization in phas
X.

The confinement of local rhombohedral order in phasX
inevitably induces instability in the system. The interacti
between the PNR and the surrounding undistorted lattice
ates strain and stress in the system, which leads to the br
ening of the Bragg profile belowTC . A small external
‘‘force’’ may be able to drive the whole system into a mo
stable phase. For example, by application of a small elec
y
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field, even pure PMN can be transformed into a rhombo
dral phase belowTC .28 With increasing PT concentration
the coupling becomes stronger and the instability increa
Eventually, the ‘‘confinement’’ breaks down and the usu
coupling between rhombohedral distortion and ferroelec
polarization is reestablished for larger PT concentrations
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